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Introduction

The prorblem of a strong decrease of wavelength of radiation which can exhibit the laser ef-

fect, namely amplification by means of stimulated emission, seems to be very attractive. Of

particular interest would be the creation of lasers operating by nuclear gamma-transitions.

The formation of coherent sources of 1 ^ 1 I i> of considerable significance for many

fields of phyeice, chemistry, biology (including such a probles as a holography on molecular

level) and it is easj to suggest a great deal of their possible applications.

The consideration discussed belov seem to show the principle possibility of creating a gaser

if one uses the inverse population formed in the flash of radiation capture of neutrons end

Hossbauer type gamma-transition with line width near to the natural. A powerful neutron sour-

ce would have to be used for such "neutron pumping". The creation of a nuclear gamma-laser

imposes very rigid, sometimes contradictory demands on the system parameters*

This report contains an attempt to formulate the main principlSo cf the realization of con-

ditions for induced generation of ^-quanta and to prove that the proper requirement a are

consistent with real physical parameters /1, 2/.

Very soon after the discovery of the Moaebauer effect the creation of gaaers, iaplyiag this

effect has been repeatedly proposed /3-7/. All these proposals w,ere baaed oa the obvious idea

of autonomous preparation and consequent separation of • long=lived nuclear isomera in. pure or

in considerably enriched form» However, this idea is rather naive ap it does not take into

account practically inevitable strong inhomogeneous broadening of long-lived nuclear levels,

playing the fatal role in the very problem (see below).

Role of nuclear- level broadening

Consider a transition between two nuclear levels with an energy E and a total real line

width V. The critical concentration of excited nuclei (necessary for realization of stimul-

ated у -radiation) equals to /1/:
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where Г
о
 is the natural width of excited level, ОС- the internal conversion coefficient,

1(E
Q
) - the range of resonant ^-quanta, ^ is the difference in populations of the upper and

lower levels in pumping procesa (primary fraction of excited nuclei at the upper level equals
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and at the lower level - to i*. ".% ), f - le the recoilese fraction when the

beuer affect la used.
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It mtana,that if the broadening of the resonance line^Ls hundreds and thousands times.
О 3

the necessary values of c* increase beyond the total natural limits of the matter density I

(additional compression doee no*, change anything, as n£ 1(SQ) » const).
It resulte, that the increase of the transitions energy Факса the phenomenon extremely sens-
itive to «11 broadenlaga fff the reeonanee lines.

That ie the point wbich mattes the use of the Mosafc&uer effect necessary, because the Dopplsr

reeonanee broadeaing, accompanied by the recoil energy R, with Дд ~ 2 fE.KT (or &$
Ж
 /U

if f <Sftjj, where SJJ « the БеЬуе teaperature) by assay orders of Magnitude exceeds Г at the

етегу у transition tiaea of iJatereet. the use of Moaebauer effect in turn imposes additiocary

llaitatloss on the tesperetur» of the system and the trsneition energies.

The decieive role auoeg the fa store, limiting the —»тн«-^ permissible tiaee of the /-trane-

itiona, suitsbls for the etimlated eoission realisation, is played by & U possible inhoso-

geneoua broadeniige of the гевоиалс* oBeebauer linea. The eoarces of euch a broadening are:

1) ?he ieoaer shift. Z) The qaadrapole interaction. 3) the hyperfine magnetic interaction.

4) the Magnetic diptue-dipole intsractioE between naclei. 5) The temperatnre red-shift and

broadening» 6) She gravitational level shift.

The inhoeageaeoue broadening is mainly caused by the purely electric interactions 1) and 2).

Is tlie first liae it is the isoite? shift, which is inevitable In the tffoabauer effect ease,

where two nuclear levels with different charge radii take part in the transition (whereas in

1MB case the transitions between different E?S sublevels of the eaee nuclear level take place,

and that is why the relative shift of the HFS "comb
8
 sa a whole on different nuclei does not

effect the НИН data),

As knows, for a given nuclear transition the isocer shift depends on the electron density on

the nuclei» <5эо/у(0)! . In the first approximation \ЩО)1 ~^-(y
o
-the volume o? element-

o
ary cell) and the local charge of the density of the substance с&ивев the nuclear line shift

as:

Th* analysis of numerous experimental datu as well as theoretical estimates give ( Д & ) ~

10*
7
e*. °

The proportionality to ths quantity I • у |is also charactsFis*is for the change of the qtiadro-

pole splitting of the Mosebauer lines Д^,, which is caused by the interaction of the electric

quadrupole nuclear eoments with the electric fiald gradient, originated by own electron shells

and neighbouring ions» the proportionality coefficient, resulting from the experimental data

asd theoretical estiaatea, gives again (AS,) ^ 10""" eT.
•' • • • 9

The inhOBOgeneous change of the quadrupole interaction is also due to a local shift deformat-

ion* the last oan be characterized by the change of the ratio between the longitudinal ssd

transverse dimensions of the elementary cell c/a. finally, we have for the estimates:

^ | eT or 10
 7
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y

a
 jeT (3)

let us consider the role of the point defeats. As known, at large distance from the defects

(4)

where a is the interataaic distance, and the numerical coefficient /3~0.1. for I—«ft
1
 о
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we can assume the value 0.1. The similar dependence takes place in anieotropic crystmle for

! Дс/а
too, and what ia important, even for cubic eryatala. From eqe. 2 to 4 one can con-

1 c / a
 ' г- г

elude, that the line broadening, close to the natural width, i ̂ sJ
0
 ia reaches already at

the relative point defect concentration

C* - i o
9
 Г

о
 (5)

( Г - here and below ia expressed in e¥). It follows, that *he "critical" concentration

( f o r A F ^ D equala to C?r — 1С"
6
 for the lifetime of the excited level t£--l «ec, and

C* -̂ . io"'° for V ~ Ю 4
. Ргси these eatiaatea we already see the high difficulty of the

cr о

use of long lived isomert as sources of coherent y-radiation.

Dislocations are certainly no lees dangerous from thia point of view. Por edge sno screw

dislocations we have, respectively:

Де/

з / .
0.1 — | _ (6)

Denoting now as Г)
Ж
 the"critical" dislocations density (cm" ), corresponding

'cr
we obtain from eqe. 2, 3 and 6 :

s
 2

7) ~ 10
31
 Г

о
 (7))

о

cr
That means, that even for relatively ehort lifetime T~ — 1 вес one gets an ertremely small

critical dialoeatione concentration: vy*
0
 ~10 caT , and for lifetimes ^ > Ю вес even one

single dislocation is inadmissible. Bat making crystals free of dislocations, or with a very

few dislocations is an extreemely hard task, which demands a lot of time.

The inhomogsneous line shift in cryetals of finite dimension arises partly also due to the

surface effects. According to the known theoretical estimateв the relative interatomic distan-

ce change decreases with the recessica from the surface no stronger than 9^ —- j ^ . Ь/иг
 t

where m is the number of the atomic plane. So we receive such on estimate for ths 'critical'
1

number of atomic planes m*, where the line shift ДЛаг f̂  arieee ( 3d ~ 0.03): и" ** 200 for

'££"-" 1 sec and m* ^^4000 for T^~ Ю вес (these m* values are even underestimated, part-

icmlarly, on the account of the eaall 3g - value accepted here).

Whereas the use of thin layeiB can be aimply inevitable - because of ttte shortage of time we

have for preparation of the emitters, or obligatory - both to reduce the heating, and to

eliminate the gravitational shift and the line broadening, which by E
o
-^10 to 100 keV makes

jut 10
- 1 4
to 10"

1 3
 eV/em (ДГдаф »t the thictneae 0.1 to 1 mm for t"

Q
~\ вес sad 0.01 - 0.1»"ro

for T~
o
 - 1 0

4
 sec).

As to the temperature red shift and broadening of Hoeebauer lines, it should be noted at on-

ce, that, in principle, they can be avoided at extremely low temperatures. But at the rooa

temperainire the inhonsogeneoue broadening Afss»Q for ^ - ~ 1 sec corresponds to the differ-

ences in temperature A T — 10~* to 10"^ К (for E
o
~ 1 0 to 100 keT) and for £"<--10* вес »mperature A T 10 to 10 К (for E

o
1 0 to 100 keT) and for £<

етеп to ДТ'-Ю to 10""' К. It exists also the homogeneous broadening of Mosebauer line

whica is equal to lO"
1
^ to 10"

1 3
 eV at the room temperature snd for В ~ 10 to 100 kaT /8/.

S«' do not discuss here the problem of broadening caused by magnetic Interactions, because,

in principle, it is possible *-o choose a diamagnetic substance and try to reduce the dipole-

-clipole interaction between nuclei "lsing the BJ-methode well known in HMH.

Recently, Ilini3kii and Khokhlov /9, 10/ have proposed the idea of the application of similar

methods to the reducing of broadening connected with the quadrupole interaction. It would be

quite interesting to find the real scale of the poeeible suppression of quadrupole and magnet-

ic broadening of nuclear transition line.

I- should be underlined, however, that the i»»homcgeneous broadening of ieemer shift origin

remains, unfortunately, uncheiiged under all mentioned sophistications.
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Conditions for the iadaced generation of ; W M rays

From ell abovementionsd considerations one can come to the etaclusion on the unrealizability

of condition n* < "when long-lived levels ( ^ - b l sec) are used. Да a matter of fact,

even the experiments performed under special precautions, in stationery conditions, did not

allow to get up to now the lines narrower, than 10"* - Itf"
10
 *T (tn

S 7

t
 Is.

1 8 1
), which Is

equivalent to f£—10 to 10"' see* In the *KQord-breakinf "experiment with 44 eec - leaser
Ig "/11/, la spits of exceptional epe-.ial measures, the resonance line was broadened by six
orders of magnitude, «hlch corresponded to &Г~-10Г ST. If we геяев&ег, that the reeerve in

Г/ Г
й
 ratio does sot exceed two or three orders of magnitude, we can take as a real upper

level of f
o
 for laaing nuclei the magnitude of f

o
 :£ 1°"2 «we.

There is also nn essential restriction for the shortest possible lifstiae of an excited sta-
te. It is accounted for by ths aeeassity of exciting a very large number of ssclei within
the pulse time **'£• 1**в that point of view T^ should be increased as much as possible.

Just this circumstances make very dubious the realisation of an x-ray lsser for the wave-

lengths of Л £ 1 £• Indeed, the characteristic times of transitions in this case are by ma-
ny orders cf magnitude shorter (up to & 10 * see), sad that fact leade to the necessity of
tremendous pumping power. According the estimations of /12/, such power for an x-ray laser
with Д / ~ 1 1 would require aa unrealistic value of ~ 10 wett/emr (it ia proportion*!

to А
ц
) ,

Coating back to formula (1), w* csa affirm, that optimum conditions for the ргоЫчи tmder is-

veetigatloB correspond to ths transitions of КсавЪкаег type with T" <= 10 sec, with the

highest protabiiltiee of mossbauer effect f and lowest coefficients of internal conversion at

When S
o
 Is cloee t<* 10 keT, f » I sad decreases hut slightly with higher temperature, then

B
o
~-100 keT, f Is considerably lower than unity for * -осв^Св^ Is the Sebye temperature)

and rapidly decreases as ths temperature rises. However, since the conversion coefficient

0* else decreases with higher B
Q
, the whole range of keT sad tens of keT appears to be reason-

able for the neaesssry a* values, at least at low temperatures.

Drop of f with iae»sslng temperature laposes restrictions relative to permissible heating of

the substance and appears to be the critical condition for self-consistent choice of the

system parameters. The tost variant of ispdsc population of upper mrosbauer level is doubt-

less the radiation capture of aeutroas. I» such variant we have very short time t<c^ at our

disposal for the formation of inversely populated system without the violation of conditions

obligatory for existence of gSssbauer effect?

One can think, la priaeipls, of two approaches to the experimental realisation of proper con-

ditioner

"IDiMet" neutrce
Oombination of neutron passing 9lth eiweltaneeus separation and collection of excited

Such, combination can be arranged by various methods, e.g. using the recoil of isotopes by
n^ -oapture /2/ or the optical laser Impulse method of separation of Isomers (Letokhov /13»

u/U
In both general approaohee 1. sad 2», i t can be quite useful the two-stags pumping, when the
uV-population of the Nossbecer 1вте1 takes place in one target, sad the emitted gaassHrays
are then res'eantly abeorbed in a second target Л 5 / .

file aont. (?sngerous problem in -the f i rst variant i s the inevitable release of heat, connected
to such radiation ^pturs, which i s proportional to a* - and to the integral flux of pumping
neutrons 4 . fts decrease of m" i s poeeible by the inc«aee of the range of resonant gemma-
rays 1(B ) , aai that leads to the first ooMtructive peculiarity of such guserx the in i t ia l
nentron oapturlag Isotcpe should be introduoed only as a swall (10"^ to 10"**) sdmixture into
a very l ight matrts(e.g; Into beryllium). Itertheiwere for t t^ avoiding of heating caused by
the cascade gamsa-rays of tLf -capture the gassr body should be designed as fine ?ods or ne-
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edles with a ratio of diaaeter *o length 10~3 to 1O~4 (and the diameter 10"3 to 1O~* ca).
Tha heating caused by the neutron scattering in matrix itself eeema to be non-dangeroue, if
the capture crjea-section C^»*!" (scattering crosff-aection for matrix nuclei). The aatia-
ates show, that comparatively sof? condition C£ fe 1O~22 ca2 in sufficient for that (for de-
tails see /1/).

In such a way it веешв to be possible to combine th* really dieting parameter* with the ne-
cessity of inversed population of gaser body without its inadmiaeieble heating»

That means, that even the "direct" way of ny-pu!»ping, without any further aophiatieatione,

is possible, at least in principle, because of the existence of ths neoeesary "window* of

self-conaistent physical parameters. This "direct" way, however, needa extyeaely Ifcrg* integr-

al pumping of neutrons during the very short tiae intervale» «
t
 •—• 10 * te 1<T cm with

t <& tr
m
 Such fluxes are available now only in nuclear exploaione (and will be probably also

available froa microexploeiona - type neutron sources widely dijcueeed in the literature)» It

should be noted, that in all such cases very large nueber of "gaser-needles" сев be pumped

simultaneously. In the eecond of abovementionod reproaches one neede much smaller fluxen of

puaping neutrona. Indeed, the number of active nuciei ia every alsgle aeedl* accessary for

its gasing action should be only ca 10
1 3
 to 1O

1
*. It arisen the idea of Hiaultaneoue excit-

ation of Sosabauer levels (optimum way - by ny -capture) and the transplantation of excited

nuclei to some collector. It ia essential, that in truth a way it would be possible to separate

the regions of heating (where the levels are populated) and of fiubeequent ^-radiation.

The transplantation»-type variants demand the collection of. Mossbaner nuclei recoiled from

surfaces of neutron-irradiated samples due to Scilliri-Chalmere process or other nuclear

reactions. Рог the case of irradiation of high-dispersed ( ~ 100 a /g) systems, if even only

1 % of irradiated volume is filled with the dust, 1 ее
3
 of the volume contains 1 0

W
 to 10

2 0

nuclei, ready to leave the surface due to nf -capture. At fi£_ ;»# 10 to 10 ca and for.
the irradiated volume of such dust equal to 1 - 10 car one can get ca 10 excited nuclei >
the quantity sufficient for the realization of stimulated ^-radiation.» The faa* collection
of emitting liossbauer atoms is possible, e.g., by their transformation in oxides noleeulea
(in oxygen atmosphere) and transfer by supersonic jets or by lonlzation. and focusing oy
electric fields.

It should be also noted, that the obtaining of integral neutron fluxes of mentioned scale dur-
ing the times t « ^ ~ 1 0 ~ ^ to 10"* sec seems already now quite realizable, in spite of ab-
sence of such fluxes at present. From that noint of view the special plasma neutron generat-
ing sources (e.g. of "plasma focus" type) may be quite promiesiag.

The variant with optical separation of ieomers has a specific attractiveness, because, 1л
principle, it could allow to evade the crucial problem of isomer ratio, i.e. to evade the dif-

ficulties of such cases, when the radiation capture of neutrons leads mainly to the formation

of ground state of final nucleus without the intermediate passing of excited НбвяЪацег level.

According the estimations of Letokhov /13» 14/ the laser separation of isomere can be realis-

ed for excited states with life-times above 0.1 to 10 sec*

tfafortunately, such tiaes are already long enirngh from the point of view of high requirements

to the degree of perfection of crystals (and, othersidee, short enough to grow each perfect

crystals) - see the previous part.

The neutron flux needed to ensure a given density of excited nuclei can be decreased In prin-

ciple by using two-stage excitation of the Mosebauer levels /15/, Soring the tirat stage,

pulsed radiative capture of the neutrons takes place in the solid target and the Mossbauer

level of the nucleus having the next m s s number is populated. Ihe emitted resonant Jf-quaftta

are than captured by the nuclei of a second solid target. If, as reual, the cross section

G~rr
 foT

 resonant capture of the quanta In the second-target ie =4ch larger than the

cross section G^y* for щ -capture in the first target, then we can expect the density

n* of the excited nuclei in the second target to be much larger tha». the density a? In the

first. ^
l
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To ensure population Inversion in target 2, « can us* the capabilities characteristic of

multilevel systems, for example, produced preferred popnlition of one of the sublevela of the

hyperfine structure of the ground etate of the nucleua at ultraloc temperatures. The working

transition la then tb.e transition to the unpopulated sublevel of the hyperfiae structure,

corresponding to a somewhet lower frequency.

Xt should be noted that two-etag* pooping has alco the advantage that it makes it possible to

separate toe aeutron-puBpiBg region, «here it 1в particularly difficult to avoid heating,

from the region «bare the Inverted population proper should be realized (for details see /15/)*

The main principles of realization of gaeers

SuBBarlEisiC * H argument» and dissuasions ef previous parts of present report, «e vould like

to formulate the following principles of re all rat ion of gaaera which eeems (et least, et

present tiae) to be most important.

1. In view of the non -homogeneous broadening of resonance lines accounted for by non ideal

eryatallltae etructure, the creation of a gaeer on the baaia of nuclear levels with a life-

-tlme t£' & 10 to 10 sec is practically unrealizable without quite novel ideas of
strong artificial narrowing of the lines.

2. Pulse pushing of the gaaer using-level 1 if*-tiae a of ^ > 10 see в SEES to be most

promising in this eoaneetion.

3* I'i* of tbo Moeebauer effect also is a stringent condition.

4. in optimal, variant of pulse warping would oe tee radiation capture of neutrons (two-stage

puaping with n /-capture at the first stage might appear to be advantageous in certain

cases).

5. Ewea for th» "direct" Ksa-aopnisticated variant of pulse neutron pumping of a previously

prepared working body of the gaeer, it ie in principle possible - as it was shown In /1/-

to create the necessary concentration of excited nuclei without violation of the mandatory

condition for the Mossbauer effect: having a cool and solid gaser body. Two constructional

factors Mist be ensured for such "direct" varisust: strong dilution (10^ to 10* tiaae) of

the emitting nuclei in a light sctrix, and preparation cf the gaser working body i£ the
fora of rety fine needles. However, the Integral neutron flux during the time t consider-
ably snorter than the life-time of the Moaabauer levels t «T required for the "direct"

14 20 2 о

variant i» within the scope of 1 0 " to 10 1/ce , and it could be realised at present

only by nuclear explosion.

6. Heutran pumping variants requiring integral neutron fluxes lower by many orders of magnit-

ude are conceivable. Such variants would imply excitation of upper Koesbauer levels by

n y - capture with eiaaliaaeoua express separation (e.g. by Scillard-Chalsers process or/

/and optl<sal iepulee separation of iaomera) and collection, of excited nuclei. A specific

premising caee vculd be the use of nuclei recoil from the surface of a highly-dispersed

tarfjet»
fhs lack of physical information. What ia to be done

A very 1врог1;апй task is the finding of an isotope and tba proper transition with parameters

optimal for 1;be whole totality of conditions that could be used for the problem considered.

Unfortunately, the relative populations of the cascade levels separated by tese of keV are

not sufficiently known for radiation capture of neutrons.

Koreover, eron such parameters as "£, ОС» etc are often unknown, particularly if no level is
the ground one. She validity of such transitions cannot be judged upon, as long ae it ie not

clear whether inveree population can be realised in general (i > 0) and if even но the very

important parameter ^ *ould still have to be known.

The so-called iaomeric ratio, с я t'lJ-'l'" • ̂ *
e
' ^̂

B
'
t o f

 isomeric to ground nuclear states
formed ia vaicdous nuclear reactions (including n ^ ), has been deteznined experimentally.
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However, aa a rule, it pertained to -long-lived ieooera, aod no values of | for the examples

of interest could be found.

Routine research on neutron capture y-reys also has not been concerned usually with low-
energy transitions (not only stable, but also sufficiently long-livedt £"sslO5 to 10 sec.«>
radioactive isotopes could be used ae the initial targetв).

Neutron capture cross-sections for population of more or leas promising levela sad their

energy dependence are often also unknown. J.B a result, it simply does sot exist at present

even one single transition with necessary data being knows*

Appai~.лt.:y, tedious time-consuming measurements of various constants will have to b» Bade,

and iot only in the field of nuclear spectroscopy. Да a matter of fact, one can imaedlately

give a list of studiee in different fielde directly connected to the problem under cojseldsn-

ation:

1. Sossbauer effect "on-line" investigations, including the observations of broadening of

lines, of f -гв. tempe^-ature dependence, «absorption in secondary targets of ^-quanta

emitted by nj> -capturing targets etc»

2. Express separation and collection of excited Mossbauer nuclei, including the uae of var-

ious procedures of hot atoms cheaistty for products of ny -capture, the development of

methods for effective fast transportation of chemically bound proprr isotopes,

3. Development of methods for fast separation of the ground and excited nuclear states using

the laser optical excitation and ionization /13» 14/.

4. Design of pulse neutron sources giving neutron fluxes up to 10 ' - 10 1/em within times

;.f tfca order 10~
6
to 10""

4
 sec,

5. Investigations of the possibilities of suppression of Mossbauer linee broadening (by use

of RF methods /9, 10/}, as well as of the ways of growing of crystals with extremely snail

ишпЪег of defects and dislocations.

In conclusion let UB call the attention to a peculiar possibility of natural processes of

stimulated gamma-emission, specifically of those due to nuclear ^>» transitions, positron an-

nihihilation, Л
0
 -meson decay» etc, usder aatrophj-aical conditions*
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